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Florida Baptists
Disaster Relief Ministries

“Making a Difference”

www.flbaptistdisaster.org
WHO WE ARE...

• TRAINED, CREDENTIALED VOLUNTEERS
• AFFILIATED WITH LOCAL SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCHES ACROSS FLORIDA
• 6000 FLORIDA VOLUNTEERS AND GROWING
• COOPERATING WITH 42 OTHER STATE BAPTIST CONVENTIONS
• PARTNERS WITH ARC, TSA, and OTHERS
Disaster Relief Logos

SBC Arch Logo

- National Logo
- FLORIDA
- Other states use the same arch logo.
VOLUNTEERS
“who like it”
WHAT WE DO...

• 7 ways we involve Volunteers
1. MASS CARE/FEEDING
TWO FIELD KITCHENS

UNIT 1

TYPE 1, 25,000 – MEAL CAPACITY
TWO FIELD KITCHENS

UNIT 2
TYPE 2, 15,000
MEAL CAPACITY
2. CLEAN UP RECOVERY
CLEAN UP RECOVERY

- CHAINSAW WORK
- FLOOD OUT
- ASH OUT
- TEMPORARY ROOF (BLUE)
CLEAN UP RECOVERY

- OVER 100 UNITS ACROSS THE STATE
- MULTI TASKED EQUIPPED
CLEAN UP RECOVERY

TEMPORARY ROOF

CHAINEWAW
3. LOGISTICS

- SHOWER UNITS
- GENERATORS
- WATER PURIFICATION
- FORK LIFT
- DRIVERS
4. ADMINISTRATION

DATA

OPERATIONS

RECORDS

REPORTING

PLANNING
5. EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM (ERT)

- COMMUNICATION
- SECURITY
- MEDICAL SUPPORT

FOR VOLUNTEERS
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
6. CHAPLAINCY

- Operational Stress First-Aid (OSFA)
- CERTIFIED
- COMPASSION IN CRISIS
- SPIRITUAL CARE
7. TEMPORARY CHILD CARE SERVICES (TCCS)

- CREDENTIALED
- TRAINED
- COMPASSIONATE
Purpose of Temporary Child Care Services (TCCS)

- To provide for children and their needs
- To provide a ministry to families
- To provide an organized effort of child care to coordinate with the other disaster relief efforts and Agencies
What we have in place right now:

• 2 DR TCCS Mobile Units
  Fully Equipped

• 400 PLUS Trained Volunteers
Staffing Ratios for Daytime Care

- Two years and under – 1 : 3
- Three to five year olds – 1 : 5
- Six to eight year olds – 1 : 8
- **Special Note:** Overnight care for First Responders’ children could accommodate ages nine-twelve as well.
HOW ARE WE ORGANIZED?
Organizing for Crisis
The Team
– State Level

- The Team Strategist (State Director) directs the Ministry. He is assisted by 2 paid staff and 15 volunteer State Ministry Area Coordinators & Assistant Coordinators.

- The State is divided into 7 Regions. Each Region has a Regional Coordinator for each Ministry Area working in conjunction with the local Church and Association.
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Barriers to Shelter Transition

- Economic
- Social
- Psychological
- Medical
- Housing
Transition Planning

• The Shelter Support Plan places a priority on the post-disaster transition of shelter residents.

• The expected Outcome of Shelter Transition:
  • Shelter residents have been placed in appropriate housing solutions.

• A County can receive state shelter transition support by entering a mission request in EMC.
Discharge vs. Transition Planning

- Special Needs Shelter
  - Discharge Planning
    - Statutory Authority

- General Population Shelter
  - Transition Planning
    - Mass Care “Best Practice”
Reunification Services

- The National Response Framework and the State CEMP defines mass care as 4 activities:
  - Feeding
  - Sheltering
  - Distribution of Emergency Supplies
  - Reunification Services

- The State CEMP assigns responsibility for coordinating mass care to State ESF 6.
Multi-agency Reunification Services Plan

- Multi-agency Reunification Services Plan Template was developed to assist States.
- The purpose of this multi-agency reunification plan template is to define the framework for state and/or Federal support to disaster reunification operations when local resources are overwhelmed by a disaster.
Intent of the Plan

• Describe roles and tasks of the various organizations/agencies participating in reunification operations:
  • for missing adults,
  • separated families and unaccompanied minors,
  • disaster welfare inquiries;
  • patients;
  • foreign residents and visitors;
  • household pets; and
  • fatality management.
Questions?